
UNIT 3: 

Nari Gandhi 
Nari Gandhi (1934–1993) was an Indian architect known for his highly innovative works in organic architecture. While 
working in India, Nari continued to work on Wright's ideology of organic architecture and further developed his own 
unique style with a subtle influence of local climate and culture. He ceaselessly continued to work on Wright's idea of 
'flowing space'. Nari worked without an office and rarely made any drawings for any of his projects. Nari spent a lot of 
time on his sites and worked closely with the craftsmen and often participated in the construction process himself. 

Architectural style 

Nari's ideologies and works were in sharp contrast to the mainstream architectural thinking. His works display a 
distinctive organic character. They appear to have evolved as a response to the context, remaining strongly rooted to 
the site and being very well connected to the surroundings. Nari's works display highly skilled craftsmanship and 
structural ingenuity. He has stacked earthen pots to construct arches out of them and built stairs out of brick arches. 
Throughout his works you see extraordinary use of stone, brick, wood, glass and leather. 

Nari rejected conventional ideas and paradigms and introduced his own through his work. Through his work, he 
started 'rethinking' about standardised practices and set up his own. When you visit any one of his houses, you will 
notice an evident 're-thinking' of the arrangement of various functions within the house. Each building designed by Nari 
is as an example of unconventional thinking in architecture. 

He created built spaces that remained forever connected to their un-built surroundings allowing sunlight and wind to 
interact with the inside and animate the space with time. Each house is a series of dialogs between the built and the 
unbuilt. 

Selected works 

 Mountain Lodge for Jal Gobhai at Lonavala 
 Residence for Asha Parekh at Juhu, Mumbai 
 Farm house for S H Daya at Alibag 
 Residence for S H Daya at Versova, Mumbai 
 Residence for S H Daya at Madh island, Mumbai 
 Residence for Kishore Bajaj at Karjat 
 Residence for Rustom Mehta at Korlai, Alibag 
 Residence for Shreya and Kishor Dalal at Awas, Alibag 
 Mausoleum at Kolgaon near Ahmednagar 
 Gateway to mosque at Kolgaon 
 Tejani house at Lonavala 
 Patel residence at Surat 
 Jain house at Lonavala 

 Taliesin 

During the five years that Nari spent at Taliesin, he 
would spend more time working with his hands on 
stone and wood rather than on the drawing board. Nari 
left Taliesin with an ever-lasting mark, which is known 
amongst fellow apprentices as Nari's rock. The rock 
remembered after him is actually a huge boulder, 
which Nari had pulled down from a nearby hill and 
which, still stands today near the entrance to the 
Taliesin. 

 



Achyut Kanvinde 
A living legend, of Indian Architecture, in true sense is Shri Achyut P.Kanvinde .Born in Achare village in the Konkan region 
of Maharashtra in 1916««He spent his childhood in a rural environment. His father was a painter, but finally joined the 
department of sir J.J school of art in Mumbai. He did his masters degree at Harvard in 1947.Prof. Claude Batley at 
the J.J school and Walter Gropius at Harvard played a decisive role in shaping young Kanvinde. 

He has over 5 decades of untiring meaningful participation in the field of Indian Architecture. His total devotion has produced 
creative processes with observation, assimilation, self discover and commitment these are the elements of 
his design process which resulted in success and recognition through out his long creative life. His success 
so far is a worthy example for architects. His meticulous approach and commitment to the finer aspect 
of contemporary architecture in modern India has created a new era in Indian Architecture. 

IIT-Kanpur is located on the Grand Trunk Road, 15 km west of Kanpur Cityand measures close to 

420hectares. This land was gifted by the Government of Uttar Pradesh in 1960 and by March 1963 the Institute had moved 
to its current location.The residential campus is planned and landscapedwith a hope for environmental freedom. 
Halls of residence, faculty and staff houses and community buildings surround the central academic area toprovide 
flexibility in movement and communication 

The sprawling campus is spread over an area of 4.3km². The Institute has a number of facilities,including the 
National Wind Tunnel Facility. Other large research centres include the Advanced Centre for Material Science, a Bio-
technologycentre, the Advanced Centre for ElectronicSystems, and the Samtel Centre for DisplayTechnology, Centre 
for Mechatronics, Centre for Laser Technology ETC« 

With such an idea, all activities are groped around.Lecture halls, library and faculty building with laboratories and other 
specialized services, organizedand planned as decentralized activities, are connected by the walkway system.This allows 
the students to walk at two levels of the building that are designed to receive a two level  circulation. With the growth of 
the institute, corridors areexpected to be diminishing in course of time 

Most of the blocks are planned based on respective modules of certain dimension.In this project an effort is made 
to create an intimatehuman environment in the entire complex .Halls of residence, faculty and staff houses 
andcommunity buildings surround the central academic area to provide flexibility in movement  and 
communication. The residential campus is planned and landscaped with a hope for environmental freedom The IIT 
Kanpur campus reflects cultural diversity of India. 

 

 



Nehru Science Centre: 

Nehru Science Centre, the largest Science Centre in the country has a sprawling 8 acres of science park with 
varieties of plants, trees and shrubs .More than 50 hands-on and interactive science exhibits on energy, sound, kinematics, 
mechanics, transport, etc.are installed in the science park. The NSC  building with its unique architecture houses 
several permanent science expositions on various themes. 

The complex is worked out of a series of repetitive multidimensional modules, creating a variation of spaces 
with the building in a way that the units do not create monotony of space, but a quality that creates surprises and stirs the 
minds of visitors asthe move with the complex  

From there they can take a route and visit the exhibit areas by negotiating one floor. At the lowest level, where the lecture hall, 
the library and the cafeteria area are located for leisure, half way through the movement from where the visitors can return back 
to the entrance atrium area after completing the tour. 

  



Charles correa: 
An Indian architect, planner, activist, andtheoretician 
 
Studied architecture at the MassachusettsInstitute of Technology (MIT) 
and theUniversity of Michigan 
 
Taught and lectured at several universitiesin India, UK, and USA 
Known for the wide range of hisarchitectural work in India and onurbanization and low-cost 
shelter in theThird World 
His architectural designs have been internationally acclaimed and he hasreceived many 
awards including the following 
Royal Institute of British Architects Gold Medal in 1984 
The Indian Institute of Architects Gold Medal in 1987 
The International Union of Architects Gold Medal in 1990 
The PraemiumImperialefor Architecture from the Japan Art Association in1994. 
 

His projects: 
The first important order of Correa is thememorial place for Mahatma Gandhi inSangrahalaya with 
Ahmedabad (1958-63), anaccumulation of buildings, grouped looselyaround a central water yard, which 
integrateGandhis house.•Meeting buildings (1951-58) in Chandigarh .•Administration building (1958-60) and 
thephilosophical faculty (1959-60) the VallabhVidyanagar university in Anand. 

Twin houses in Bhavangar (1959)•The Hindustan Lever Pavillion (1961) onthe exhibition sites of Delhi 
reveals allconstructional possibilities of the concretebuilding method•Tube house in Ahmadabad 
(1962)•Cablenger township in Kota(1967)•Patwardhan houses in Pune (1967) 

Twin houses in Bhavangar (1959)•The Hindustan Lever Pavillion (1961) onthe exhibition sites of Delhi 
reveals allconstructional possibilities of the concretebuilding method•Tube house in Ahmadabad 
(1962)•Cablenger township in Kota(1967)•Patwardhan houses in Pune (1967) 

KANCHANJANGA APPARTMENT: 

Kanchanjunga project which consists of 32 three to four bedroom luxury 
apartments. 
 
This 28-story tower, with its concrete construction and large areas of white 
panel, bears a strong resemblance to modern buildings in West. However, the 
garden terraces used are actually a modern interpretation of a feature of the 
traditional bungalow the verandah. 
 
In a bungalow, verandah wraps the main living areato protect it from the hot 
sun and monsoon rains. 
 
Correa provided each of his apartments with adeep, two story-high garden 
terrace that is oriented away from the sun in order to protect them from sun 
 
The purpose of all floors is residential 
 
In Bombay a building has to be oriented est-west to catch the prevailing sea-
breezes and to open up the best views in the city, the Arabian Sea on one side 
and the harbor on the other side. Unfortunately, these are also the directions of 
the hot sun and the heavy monsoon rains. 
 
The old bungalows solved this problem by wrapping a protective layer of 
verandahs around the main living areas, thus providing the occupants with two 
lines of defense against the elements. 



The whole structure is made of reinforced concrete. It is a 32-storey reinforced 
concrete structure with6.3 m cantilevered open terraces. The central core of 7.8 
m x 6.9 m houses lifts and other services and also provides the main structural 
element for resisting lateral loads. 
 
Solid-Void relationship by removing cubes from the initial form and using certain 
corner spaces and different levels as terraces, structure holds voids within a 
solid outline. 

  
 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTEOF 
TECNOLOGY: 
Charles chorea has completed hisfirst major 
project in the UnitedStates on the campus of 
theMassachusetts Institute of Technology, 
working incollaboration with the Boston firm 
of Goody Clancy.The building reflects 
Correa'smodern formalism and his interest 
inplaying solids against voids, notonly on the 
outside, but also in aninterior courtyard. 
Correa's work isnoted for its planar quality, 
which isvery strong in the new MIT building. 
 
RESEARCH CENTRE: 
At 411,000 square feet, MIT's Brain 
&Cognitive Center is the 
largest neuroscienceresearch center in the 
world. And it's notyour father's lab space. 
Designed by CharlesCorrea (with 
research spaces by Goody,Clancy & 
Associates), the Center has abreathtaking 90-
foot tall, sunlit atrium, whichprovides natural 
light and a sense of openness to facilitate 
chance encountersbetween scientists, ideally 
promptinginspiration and collaboration. 
 

OLIVERS HOUSE: 
Located at 40 Roberts Street, this"Industrial Victorian" home is energyefficient and 
low maintenance with allthe charm of a historic home. 



This house features: *2 bedrooms/ 2 bathroooms*Antique building materials 
*Hardwood interior walls*Radiant heat throughout *Custom kitchen cabinets*2 x 6 
construction for added strength andinsulation. 
• 
*Acid-washed concrete floor and hardwood floors*Corrugated poured-concrete 
foundation withdistressed finish. 
• 
*Pebble dash stucco exterior walls (durable, historicstyle, attractive!) *Corrugated 
metal roof (long-lasting, recyclable) *Highly energy-eficient Pellawindows *Round 
tower with artistic details 2-storyfront porch with sunset view *Edible 
Landscaping*Access to community garden, hot tub and courtyard. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANANT RAJE: 
Born:Mumbai    India / 1929 
Education 
:1954 –Graduate in architecture- Sir J.J.School of  Architecture Mumbai 
1955 –Appointed associate member of Indian Instituteof Architects 
1956  –Appointed associate member of Royal Instituteof British Architects 
1979 –Member of Council of Architects , New Delhi 
PHILOSOPHY:  
  
 
Strongly feels that post independence architecture in Indiawas triggered 
by architects like Louis Khan & LE Corbusierwho were not architects and thus do 
not refer ourtraditional values. 
 
Prefers more open spaces as most activities in the countryare performed 
in courtyards , streets or open spaces . 
 
 Very much concerned to issues like economy, climate ,traditional 
aspects etc. 
 
Working in hot dry climate he realized that open planningnot only 
achieves economy in space utilization , economy instructure design , 
economy in overall building expenditurebut a meaningful solution to 
building in such a climate–He thus preferred open planning. 



 
 “An architect possesses a strong conviction of theory and design. 
 
ATTITUDE TOWARDS ELEVATION: 
 
USED OF MORE VAULTED OPENINGS ANDROOFS. 
USED EXPOSED BRICK WALL, STONEWALL, GRID PANEL FINISH. 
UNPLASTERED CONCRETE  WORK. 
USES RECESSES IN WINDOWS WHICH ARE USEFUL IN CLIMATES LIKE HOT & 
DRY (IN WHICH HE DID MAXIMUM WORK).  
ALL HEIGHTS OF BUILDINGS ARE DECIDEDBY Nos OF BRICK COURSES FROM 
TOP TO BOTTOM. 
 
Project:Indian Institute of Forest Management 
Place: Bhopal  
Year: 1989                             Client: I.I. F. M.  
Area: 650000 S.q. meters 
 
Concept : 
The design of the institute was inspired bythe concept of continuity.Institutions 
are self contained entities whosgrowth is nurtured by a process of 
self renewal through various stages of theirdevelopment.Plan attempts to create 
a sea of communitywithout contradicting the students feelingof being 
independent. 
Planning : 

Academic Complex :Court surrounded by classrooms , a library , an auditorium , 
aseminar room .Library building being four storeyed serves as the focal 
poiny of the academic complex. 

Living Zone : 
Consists of student’s dormitories , a kitchen , dining areas and a 
apace for meetings.Dormitories face lake and are located at the southern tip of 
thecomplex. 
Openings :  
Openings are recessed into shadow pockets which become thedominant feature 
controlling and directing scale and propotion through out the building. 
MATERIAL & TECHNOLOGY:  
Entire campus is of brick masonry.RCC is used for internal structure.Lintels are 
standardized and are leftwith exposed concrete surfaces. Areas around openings 
are in roughKota stone and slate of bluishgreen and purple hues.Remaining part 
of external masonryretaining walls are used withstone washed grit. 



 



 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 



 



Joseph Allen Stein 
Joseph Stein, (April 10, 1912 – October 14, 2001) was an American architect. And a major figure in the establishment 
of a regional modern architecture in the San Francisco Bay area in the 1940s and 1950s during the early days of the 
environmental design movement, he is noted for designing several important buildings in India, most notably in Lodhi 
Estate in Central Delhi, nicknamed “Steinabad” after him, and where today the 'Joseph Stein Lane', is the only road in 
Delhi named after an architect. 

Selected projects 

 1940: "One Family Defense House" (with Gregory Ain), unbuilt[6] 
 1940: "Low-Cost House", unbuilt[7] 
 1947: Ladera Cooperative (with John Funk; landscape architect: Garrett Eckbo), Palo Alto, CA 
 1968: Indian Express Tower, Nariman Point, Mumbai,[8] relandscaping of Lodhi Gardens, along 

with Garrett Eckbo.[9] 
 Several buildings in Lodi Estate, New Delhi, including the headquarters of the Ford 

Foundation, Unicef and the World Wide Fund for Nature, a conference center called the India 
International Center (1959–62), and the India Habitat Center for housing and environmental 
studies. 

 Indian Institute of Management Kozhikode campus, Kerala. 
 Triveni Kala Sangam Arts center, New Delhi 
 Several factories with roofs inspired by the domes used in traditional Indian architecture 
 Kashmir Conference Center 
 General Education Centre and Kennedy Auditorium, Aligarh Muslim University, India 

 India Habitat Centre 
The India Habitat Centre, located in New Delhi, India, was conceived to be a catalyst relationship between individuals 
and institutions (e.g. NGO's) working in habitat related areas to 
increase their effectiveness. The architect who designed the building 
complex was Joseph Allen Stein. 

It is the centre of contemporary cultural economic, business and 
social events. The concern for the habitat and its environment works 
as the functional backbone of the complex. It not only provides an 
improved working environment to its employee but will also 
contribute to the urban level functions that a living city requires. 

Habitat Centre should be conceived as an ideal physical 
environment with a range of facilities that maximize the effectiveness 
of the individuals and institutions, in their holistic support of the 
habitat. The principal resolve of the centre –“ to restore at every 
level – environment and ecological – a balanced, harmonious and 
improved way of life”, is to be reflected in its concept and design. 

List of organisations 

 10. Consultancy Development Centre 
 11. Council for Advancement of People's Action & Rural Technology 
 12. Council of Architecture 
 13. Delhi Management Association 
 14. Delhi Policy Group 
 15. Delhi Urban Art Commission etc., 

 Lodi Gardens 
 Lodi Gardens is a park in Delhi, India. Spread over 90 acres (360,000 m2),[1] it contains, Mohammed 
Shah's Tomb,Sikander Lodi's Tomb, Sheesh Gumbad and Bara Gumbad, architectural works of the 15th 



century Sayyid and Lodis, a Pashtun dynasty which ruled much of Northern India during the 16th century, 
and the site is now protected by the Archeological Survey of India (ASI).[1] 

 The gardens are situated between Khan Market and Safdarjung's Tomb on Lodi Road. It is beautiful 
and serene, and is a hotspot for morning walks for the Delhiites. 

 

Uttam C Jain: 
There arethe 3 'P's of architecture, namely,the personality of the architect,the product and the place. 
These have to be in synergy. 

Uttam C Jains creations stands out for its cleanstructure, form and colour 
Landmark creation: 
Indira Gandhi Institute of Development Research, RBI, Mumbai and the Jodhpur University 
Contemporary architect 
main interest is public buildings 
.built five schools and five railway station 

Mukesh mehta wanted the right 
architect to realize his dream of 
building a space for corporate use for 
"premiumFortune500 companies". 
Wanted it to be a landmark project. 
First and foremost requirement of 
the client was to erect a structure 
that looked like a 21st century 
building. 

two towers with six floors each. One 
office on every floor measuring 15000 
square feet had to have individual AC 
fittings and other amenities. To 

obtain clear, unobstructedoffice space, service towers containing the stair well and the AHUs was 
wrapped out. For the futuristic look UC Jain proposed to structurally glaze,the two towers in 
classic blue reflective glass and complementit with red granite cladding of both the towers. However, 



dueto the non-availability of uniform colour and texture of graniteJain opted for aluminium composite 
panels instead. 

Materials: 
 
The basic idea was to use materials like glass and metal those are maintenance free. The aluminium 
railings, windows, granite flooring and staircase, tile clad lobby and vitrified tiles on the compound wall 
have been used. 
 
The glass structural glazing would reduce the noise and traffic pollution but the view of the building 
seemed to getting eclipsed by the emerging flyover 
terracotta red for the Aluminium panels. 
 
"I chose red as it was the only shade that contrasted brightly with the gray, smoky and 
dusty backdrop. I wanted a building that made a statement, it had to stand out amongst 
other buildings in the neighbourhood. 

Structure: 
 
the architect has provided clear space 
uncluttered by too many columns. Four large circular 
columns have been provided to bear the weight of 
the building in addition to the RCC structural 
frame. 
 
A flat slab was devised to get an even finish. 
"Solid, geometrical forms is the basic tenet 
of building design, it enhances the utility of 
available space and provides visual symmetry as 
well," relates Jain. 
 
 

 

 



 

RAJ REWAL: 

Read in scribd.com 

 

 

 

 

 


